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ABOUT
Grade Keeper is a program that stores grades on the TI-83+ calculator. It can store an unlimited amount of grades (as long as you have enough memory) for up to 6 different classes. It also keeps track of your class averages and your overall average. The program only uses one of the calculator's variables permanently to store the grade: the Matrix J, and also creates its own list file. Note that if you have a lot of grades for a certain subject (usually more than 25), the program may work a little slow when scrolling the grades up and down. Also, you don't have to worry about losing all your grades if your RAM clears because the program's data is automatically archived.

INFORMATION
Calculator compatibility: TI-83+
Program type: Basic
Memory needed: about 3500 bytes (if you are using Mirage OS, you should keep the program in archive
Supported operating systems: TI-OS 1.12 and above, and Mirage OS version 1.1 and above
Used calculator resources: Matrix J

SETUP
When you run the program for the first time you must run Setup or none of the other features will work. To do this do the following:
1.	Go to Settings (5) and go to Setup (2)
2.	Now you will be prompted for the room number of class 1. The program identifies and differentiates the classes you have by their room numbers. Enter the room number of the class you want to use as class #1.
3.	Now you will be prompted for a weight. The weight is how much class #1 is weighted depending on the type of class it is. Sometimes, honors or AP classes are given a curve on their average. If it is a normal, non-honors class, enter 1.
4.	Repeat steps 2 and 3 for class #s 2-6.
5.	Now the program will compile the information you entered and return you to the main menu.

FEATURES:
1.	VIEW GRADES: You will be shown your list of classes, and asked for the choice number (1-6). When you say which class you want, it will display the grades of that class. The numbers in the first column are the grades (the number of points that you got). The numbers in the second column are the number of points that grade was out of. You can press the up and down arrows to scroll through the grades if there is a lot of them. When you use theses buttons, the grade you see on top goes to the very bottom of the list, and the next grade come up to the top. NOTE: Usually, the very first grade will be a 0 out of 0. This is helpful because it shows you where the list of grades ends if you have a long list of grades. Press enter when you are finished.
2.	ADD GRADE: First select the class you want to add a grade to. Now you will be prompted for YOUR GRADE. Enter the number of points you received as a grade. Next you will be prompted for OUT OF. Enter the number of points that that grade was out of. For example, if you got a grade of a 89%, you would enter it as 89 points out of a possible 100. Press enter when you are finished.
3.	EDIT GRADE: First you will be shown your list of classes and asked for which one contains the grade you want to edit. Next, you will be prompted for the Grade Number of the grade you want to change. If you are unsure of this, go to view grades, and count from 1, starting at the very first grade (usually 0 out of 0). Stop counting when you count the grade that you want to change. This is the Grade Number. Edit Grade will now show you the grade as it is now, and ask you for the new grade. Press enter when you are finished.
4.	AVERAGES: When you select Average, the program will automatically begin to calculate your average for each class individually, and in the bottom calculate you overall average. Press enter when you are finished.
5.	SETTINGSèRESET A CLASS: This tool deletes all the grades of a class that you select.
6.	SETTINGSèRESET ALL: Deletes the grades of all classes.
7.	SETTINGSèAVERAGE OPTION: Specifies whether or not to include the curves, if any exist, of any classes that may be weighted differently because they are honors or AP.


THE FUTURE:
I plan to update Grade Keeper fairly often. The following is planned for future versions of Grade Keeper:
1.	Option of which matrix to use up to store data.
2.	Option of how many decimal places to round off averages to.


CONTACTING ME:
I can be contacted at gienya@telocity.com
Please write to me if you have any comments, questions, or suggestions for Grade Keeper.
Also, please write to me if you have any suggestions for other programs.
Please email me if you have discovered any bugs or problems.
I will be sure to email you back.
Thanks.

